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a number of ailments, including respiratory conditions,
digestive disorders, and infections. Carefree chickens in the
UK are being bred to produce a meat that tastes like chicken,
but is farmed differently, potentially in an attempt to meet
increasing global demand for the cheap and ethical protein.
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Breeding for the yield instead of the bird is being encouraged
by the food industry, through charities who know all too well
that being an ethical vegetarian or vegan can be difficult. But
it comes at a cost, as the chickens are not being cared for in
the same way. The trouble with eating chicken is not the
conditions in which it is raised, but the food that is fed to the
chickens. Since the 1990s, there has been an increase in the
production of white meat that tastes like chicken. The meat is
often produced using “intensive factory farming”, where the
chickens are kept inside sheds and fed on food which is far
from a natural diet. Producers are now trying to produce the
chicken flesh more cheaply by creating a chicken that doesn’t
need to be fed the same way as a traditional chicken.News
How can in-store employees support safe staffing practices?
Jason August 06, 2016 When you think about Canada’s
existing regulations on minimum staffing levels, you might
think that they include something along the lines of a
requirement to fill in staff positions. The problem, however,
is that the current regulations are … well, outdated. The
current regulations are those set in 1998, the year that work
as an in-store employee first started to be more closely
regulated as a result of being subject to Canada’s Food
Safety and Inspection Act (FSIA). In a few short years,
Canada, and its stakeholders, have moved from regulation
only to regulation plus oversight, and in the process have
opened a whole world of potential risks and threats to the
retail industry. Some of these risks have been quickly and
effectively addressed, but there are others that remain
largely unaddressed by the regulator. Minimum staffing
levels in retail. Sure,
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